
 

     
Murciaguides offers a wide variety of tours to fit your needs and interest,  ranging from light walking 
tours and panoramic drives to those for visitors deeply interested in history, art and culture. Each of our 
tours provides the highest level of quality, safety, convenience and value. 
 

Panoramic tour 1 
La Unión: Flamenco at the heart of the mines (4 up to 7 hours visit) 
* This tour may start in Murcia or Cartagena 
Overview: 
The first part of the tour will take you to La Union, located to the southeast of the region between the 
beaches of the Menor Sea and the Mediterranean Sea where it enjoys a unique and different landscape 
painted in lead and silver, mixed with brush-strokes of iron, manganese, zinc or pyrite with a lunar aspect. 
During the panoramic drive within this breathtaking mining area, you will listen to the original flamenco 
singing style developed during 19th century in this city, which was considered to be a new California at 
that time. You will also learn how to appreciate this genuine flamenco of the mines as you visit the 
modernist style Public Market, also known as the Cathedral of the Cante (flamenco singing), where every 
August the Intenational Festival of the Song of the Mines is held. The most prestigious flamenco festival 
in Spain. A miner train will take us to the entry of a huge iron mine, where you will experience the inside 
of the earth. Then we will drive to Portman, the ancient Roman Portus Magnus and will proceed to the 
Golf resorts, where we will get superb views of  Mar Menor, up to the lighthouse of Cabo de Palos, 
located 98 feet above sea level and built in 1863. From the lighthouse, we will drive to the promenade 
where you can enjoy a drink facing the coast or try the fish and seafood local specialities in the many 
restaurants by the fishing port. 
 
* This tour offers many possibilities to fit the preferences and time that visitors may have.  
* Visit to Mine Agrupa Vicenta 5€ pax. 
* Guide fees: 10€ pax (minimum 100€, maximum 150€) 4h tour 
* Guide fees: 12€ pax (minimum 120€, maximum 200€) 7h tour 
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